
 Curriculum Information 2020-21 

The information below outlines the content of the curriculum for each subject. 

Subject: Music   

 

Vision 
What do we want our young people to gain in our subject? 

 
Develop well rounded musicians and foster a love of music through performing, creating, listening and analysing a wide range of genres. 

 

Key Stage Learning content 

Years 7, 8 & 9 Throughout yr7 we explore and develop contextual understanding, listening and analysing skills, composition and performance. Our main 

focus in year 7 is to develop piano skills and basic music theory, as this provides a fantastic basis of understanding composition/harmony and 

the Keyboard is used to access the computer DAW (GarageBand yr7&8 and Logic pro Yr9+). Our topics in Year 7 are: Fundamentals, Latin 

American music, Exploring Instruments, Blues to Pop 1, Key composers and artists. During year 8 we continue to build on the musical 

understanding gained in year 7. We continue with the 10 minutes of piano practice/reading music starter but, our practical focus shifts more 

to ensemble and collaborative music making. Year 8 topics – West African Drumming, Blues (2020/21 only as it is shifting to year 7), Popular 

music and song writing (this includes learning the ukulele), Film music, Fusion (classical and modern) and Key composers and artists. In Year 9 

Enrichment, we focus on developing independent musicians, setting them up with an individual instrument and develop these skills/ability to 

play the instrument in preparation of GCSE should they wish to opt for it. Over the 3 lessons a fortnight 2 of them are practical and focus on 

learning an instrument, developing the ability to read notation and prepare performances. The additional lesson once a fortnight is used to 

focus on developing listening/analytical (key composers and artists), compositional, music theory and technology skills (Sibelius and Logic 

Pro) in preparation for GCSE. 

Years 10 & 11 KS4 Study OCR Music GCSE (1-9) J536  

See KS4 prospectus for more information.  

 


